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Old School RuneScape Wikip default to the British Convention for Floor Numbering: Ground Floor, First Floor, etc. This can be changed by clicking the moon icon at the top right of the site. For the main item, see Treasure Trails. Preparation[editor|edit source] Beginner Backyard Scroll Case between one
and three long steps and some or no request requirements. Requirements [Editor|source editor] Certain versions will require items that need a certain skill requirement in order to set or wild. The table below shows the condition of higher skills, in order to complete each clue beginner. Anagram
Customers[editor|edit source] Cryptic customers are common cryptic riddle customers who can get from all tickets to Treasure Trails. These clients require a wide variety of tasks. Works are arranged from talking to an NPC, searching for a designated draw, or directing the player to dig in some fairly
designed locations. For higher difficulty Treasure Trails, players may have to complete work overseas in order to fill the rain. These bipartisan task challenges can include finding a key or filling a puzzle box. When you're done medium Treasure Trails, cyclists will be dislocating leads to a closed chest or
drawers, which require a clear to open. Trying to open the chest or drawer will provide a sugar in which specific, usually local, monster kills. Monsters who drop treasure trail treasure are released only when the player is in possession of that cylinder. It is worth noting that for civil stages involving keys, it is
possible to get the key before it hints at, which could save the player some time. During hard cycle rolls, players can be found to display a ring code that just followed by some numbers. To solve these, the player must travel to the corresponding corresponding ring and then take the number of steps
shown in the numbers, in order of the compassion direction (North, East, South, West), and then delve into that place. During tough topics or snaps, players can receive a puzzle box challenge from an NPC. Players must embrace the image to get the next Blue Shield or the reward. During master
subjects, players are given three cryptic topics at one stage. Players must go to the destination each cryptic provided and dug in the correct place, or talk to the correct NPC, get a partial tone in the next step. When all three are found, they can be combined into either a new blue stage, or the Rewards
Cake. Cryptic customers [editor| edit source] cryptic blinking are common riddle nails that can be found in all tickets at Treasure Trails. These clients require a wide variety of tasks. Works are arranged from talking to an NPC, searching for a designated draw, or directing the player to dig in some fairly
designed locations. For higher difficulty Treasure Trails, players may have to complete work overseas in order to fill the rain. These bipartisan job challenges may include finding a key or complete a puzzle When you're done medium Treasure Trails, cyclists will be dislocating leads to a closed chest or
drawers, which require a clear to open. Trying to open the chest or drawer will provide a sugar in which specific, usually local, monster kills. Monsters who drop treasure trail treasure are released only when the player is in possession of that cylinder. It is worth noting that for civil stages involving keys, it is
possible to get the key before it hints at, which could save the player some time. During hard cycle rolls, players can be found to display a ring code that just followed by some numbers. To solve these, the player must travel to the corresponding corresponding ring and then take the number of steps
shown in the numbers, in order of the compassion direction (North, East, South, West), and then delve into that place. During tough topics or snaps, players can receive a puzzle box challenge from an NPC. Players must embrace the image to get the next Blue Shield or the reward. During master
subjects, players are given three cryptic topics at one stage. Players must go to the destination each cryptic provided and dug in the correct place, or talk to the correct NPC, get a partial tone in the next step. When all three are found, they can be combined into either a new blue stage, or the Rewards
Cake. Emotion clues [Editor] Edit Source] emotion clues involves equipping certain items at a particular location and performing an emotion. These types of customers are featured at all levels of Treasure Trails. Once the emot has been performed, Uri will appear and give the player the next cycle (or the
reward, if the emotion blue was the final stage of the Treasure Trail). If the actor was asked to do another emotion before talking to Uri, and they forgot to do it, he will say, I don't think we have any business... but shall not leave. The player can still do the second emotion and then talk to Uri to finish the
clue. Easy color requires one emotion, medium color requires doing two, and hard and higher extra requires one emotion, then fight a foe like the Double Agent. Elite clients do not involve in the Double Agent Battle. Note that placing any version of a required item differently than the standard one will not
work (for example, a Platebody Rune(t) will not work in place of a patch run). Main article: Treasure Trails/Guide/Emote clues/Items For Players That Make Treasure Trails frequent, it is not recommended to keep items for all meaningful emotions, as hundreds of different items are used across the
Treasure Trail levels that take important bank space. Players with the appropriate construction level can build STASH unit to store items promoted near where located in emotions is located, saving bank space. hot showers [source editor] hot cold clicks to include what an unknown device will tell the
player in the chatbox whether the player is hot (locked in) Cold (far) places intended to dig. This is based on the game of an older kid. To find your location, click on the unusual device and it will tell you how close you are to the treasure. His temperature is based on the distance the treasures from the
player, measured in the number of steps it would take to reach the treasure, ignoring any hurdle (this is the distance Chebyshev between the player and treasure). Then teleporte or walk to another location, and check to see if the unusual device has gotten warmer. Repeat in appointment of a location.
You can also use the list or map to help you find where you are. An easy chart to determine where hot cold Maps [source editor] Map is an image of a place the player needs to search to move onto trails. Cards get through all the hardships of the rolls. They are photos of snails in a very local area. If the
card leads to an X, the player needs to take a spad to the indicate slot on the map and the X and the Delve. If the card leads to a track, it must simply be dug. Sometimes, players can get a little bit of streaks, or a crowd of them. Find all of them until the next topic or reward is found. Four can include
landmarks such as buildings, fish to indicate peach spots, roads, rivers, bridges, and so on. Dig into the location pointed in by a map to never swn any monsters. Cards are sorted by box and then by X, and then from left to right based on the location of the mark. Charlie Tramp's [source editor] A beginner
roll will sometimes instruct the player to talk to the Charlie Tramp. Once there, Charlie will assign the player a short task, which must be completed while the following is in your inventory. After completing the task, the player can return to Charlie In order to continue the Trail Treasure. When first receiving
Charlie the Tramp customers will say Talk to the Charlie Tramp at Varrock. Charlie assigns a task to the same player in the work forms assigned by Sherlock to owners and elite customers. For the task to count as completed, the player needs to keep the blue scroll while performing the action, otherwise it
won't be counted. When the task is complete, a notification is sent to the chat box, and the text of the scroll changes. Conditions for the challenge skills I need to cook Charlie a troop. 15 I need to cook Charlie a peak. 20 I need to fish Charlie an aring. 10 I need to fish Charlie a troop. 20 I need to charlie
me a piece to make scheduling of a container made. 15 I need to smit Charlie one dagger to do. 15 I need to cross Charlie a leather body. 14 I need to cross Charlie some leather chapters. 18 From Old School RuneScape Wiki Map has an image of a place the player needs to search for advanced trails.
Cards get through all the hardships of the rolls. They are pictures that are very sketchy Locations. If the card leads to an X, the player needs to take a spad to the indicate slot on the map and the X and the Delve. If the card leads to a track, it must simply be dug. Sometimes, players can get a little bit of
streaks, or a crowd of them. Find all of them until the next topic or reward is found. Four can include landmarks such as buildings, fish to indicate peach spots, roads, rivers, bridges, and so on. Dig into the location pointed in by a map to never swn any monsters. Cards are sorted by box and then by X,
and then from left to right based on the location of the mark. Contents of 1 Beginner Card 2 Easy Card 3 Average Card 4 Hard Card 5 Elite Maps Beginner Maps [Source Editor] Easy Card [Editor] Easy Card [Editor |source editor] Average Maps[editors|edit|edit source] Map Location Image Trailblazer
Search Trailblazer Search Trail traits by Tower of Clock, south-west of East Ardougne. Using a Spirit Tree at Battlefield in Khazard is the fastest route. Ardougne's cloak Monastery Teleport is also close by. Kandarin✓ Inside Stick McGrubor's, in the west village of Seers. Make ring code ALS. If it
approaches the outside, squeeze through the broken fence in the northern region of the middle of half the house, and dig south of the house. Kandarin✓ road between Rellekka and the Light.Fremennik✓ Don't enter the Ourania Cave. Kandarin✓ southern pathway leading to mot's tone; nearby BIP rings
(50 Adjustment required when you use the ring off done). Morytania✓ Just in South East Ardougne (right south of Borough Square), in the north of the tower of life, near the Necromancer Tower. Dig two spaces to the smallest trace north that Bonafido is leaning on. Making DJP ring codes is very close, or
use any Ardougne clock in the Monastery. Kandarin✓ On Miscellania, one of the Fremenic isles, just east of the castle. Make the CIP ring codes accessible only after completing the Fremenic processes. Fremennik✓ Just to the west of chemistry house in Rimington. South of Falador, in west Port Sarim.
Asgarnia✓ West of the Éfranger Guild. Dig north into the sand at the tip of the peninsula. Asgarnia✓ north of the village of Seers, on the path towards Rellekka. Kandarin✓ South Draynor Village Bank, not the fishing place. Misthalin✓ Hard Maps [Source Editor] Elite Maps [source editor]
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